
LINKING STROKES 
Dance instructors will tell you that you can learn all the steps under the sun, but that if 

you can't put them all together, it ain't dancing. Its the same in kayaking. You can lean 
all the strokes, but if you can't link them together, it ain't really kayaking. 

 
Strokes are generally categorized for power (e.g., forward stroke), control (e.g., rud-

der), or stability (e.g., brace). We learn them separately, and often think of them as 
separate entities. While these strokes can be used separately, they should often be 

linked together (dancing), allowing you to achieve the same results more quickly and 

with less effort. Looks better, too. 
 

Check out the following YouTube clip for examples of blended strokes and a drill for 
practicing some of them yourself. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=lo0aNW0RF64 

 
As with most things, practice makes perfect. As your repertoire of strokes increases 

(see previous Coach's Corner articles), experiment with different combinations, which 
are endless. Aim for smooth transitions and minimum amounts of extraneous motion. 

In the process, you'll develop blade awareness, which is knowing where your blades are 
at all times, without having to look at them. Developing that feel and automatic re-

sponse will improve your paddling in countless ways. 
 

So, try the drill shown in the video, and make up some other combos of your own. An 
example in which you want to slow your kayak, turn it, and continue on another course 

could include the following strokes, all on the same side: start with a stern rudder, link-

ing to a reverse sweep, linking to a bow draw, and transitioning to a forward stroke on 
your chosen new heading. 

  
Experiment and have fun! Descriptions of strokes which you might link can be found in 

previous Coach's Corner articles on the club website, www.mysnckc.org. 
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You can access previous Coach’s Corner articles on the SNCKC Website at:mysnckc.org 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=lo0aNW0RF64
https://sites.google.com/site/snckckayak/coach-s-corner
https://sites.google.com/site/snckckayak/coach-s-corner

